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Abstract. Modern airborne infrared limb sounders are ca-
pable of measuring profiles so fast that neighbouring pro-
files are very similar to one another. This can be exploited
by retrieving whole 2-D cross-sections instead of simple 1-D
profiles.

This paper presents algorithms that are able to perform
such a large-scale retrieval and that efficiently produce typ-
ical diagnostic quantities. The characteristics and capabili-
ties of the proposed method are analysed and demonstrated
in a detailed case study using a series of profiles that were
measured by CRISTA-NF (Cryogenic Infrared Spectrome-
ters and Telescope for the Atmosphere–New Frontiers).

It is shown that cross-section retrievals can either reduce
noise-induced artefacts or produce finer vertical structures
while maintaining the same image noise level. Further, it is
discussed how the presented methodology can also be ap-
plied to improve the retrievals for other instrument types
including current satellite-borne nadir-sounders and near-
future satellite-borne limb sounders.

1 Introduction

Two-dimensional (2-D) cross-sections of trace gas volume
mixing ratios derived from limb sounder measurements taken
from aircraft are a valuable tool for examining mixing pro-
cesses in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. This re-
gion is of special importance, as it significantly influences ra-
diative forcing (e.g.Forster and Shine, 1997); it also provides
the boundary between tropospheric and stratospheric air, so
its dynamic properties largely determine the exchange be-
tween these layers (e.g.Gettelman et al., 2011). To examine

such dynamic structures, one would like to have a highly re-
solved 3-D image of the atmosphere including information
on temperature, pressure, and trace gases of different life-
times. While there are promising instruments in development
that may deliver such highly resolved volumes (e.g.Friedl-
Vallon et al., 2006; Ungermann et al., 2010b), current limb
imagers can only provide 2-D cross-sections.

Using high-flying aircraft (such as the Russian M55 Geo-
physica or the German research plane HALO) as carriers,
limb sounders are typically mounted to be looking towards
the side. This enables them to have an excellent resolution in
flight direction (limited mostly by acquisition time), a good
resolution in the vertical direction (limited by their vertical
field of view; typically on the order of several hundred meters
or more) and a much worse resolution perpendicular to the
flight path (on the order of several hundred km; e.g.Unger-
mann et al., 2012a). The latter is obviously a problem, if
one tries to resolve atmospheric structures of smaller ex-
tent. However, modern (chemical) forecasts are often reliable
enough to enable the aircraft to cross long-drawn filamentary
structures orthogonally. Under such circumstances, be they
achieved by meticulous flight planning or pure chance, the
averaging along the line of sight becomes less important than
the vertical and horizontal resolution.

Especially the vertical resolution is a key factor when
examining very thin layers in the atmosphere such as the
tropopause inversion layer or tropopause folds with an extent
of only 1 km or less (e.g.Birner, 2006; Hegglin et al., 2009).
A vertical resolution of 500 m, already quite respectable for
a limb sounder, generates only one to two vertical data points
for such structures and may not reproduce thinner layers at
all.
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16 J. Ungermann: Improving retrieval quality by horizontal regularisation

This paper describes a retrieval scheme that is able to
produce 2-D cross-sections with both better vertical resolu-
tion and generally fewer noise-induced artefacts. Such cross-
sections can be more easily analysed due to the consistency
between neighbouring profiles and lower smoothing in the
vertical directions. Obviously, the lower limit for the im-
provement is given by the vertical sampling, which needs
to be fine enough to sample structures of interest. This pa-
per introduces the concept of cross-section retrievals, where
a whole cross-section consisting of many individual profiles
is jointly retrieved in the usual non-linear fashion. This is in
principal similar to the concept of tomographic 2-D retrievals
of satellite limb sounder data, which were first produced by
Carlotti et al.(2001) andSteck et al.(2005) for the Michelson
Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS)
and byLivesey and Read(2000) for the Microwave Limb
Sounder. However, the cross-section retrievals presented here
do lack the tomographic component, as consecutively mea-
sured radiance profiles do measure completely different air
masses. Also, the intent is different, as tomographic satel-
lite retrievals are primarily used to improve along line-of-
sight resolution, while the cross-section retrieval presented
here shall instead improve the vertical resolution of the re-
trieval result at the cost of a slightly worse along-flight track
resolution.

The retrieval of trace gases or other quantities from in-
frared nadir sounder or limb sounder measurements is in-
herently an ill-posed problem, implying that no unique solu-
tion may exist and that small measurement errors may cause
large differences in retrieval values. One way to obtain a
unique and physically reasonable solution is regularisation.
Regularisation approximates the original ill-posed problem
by a similar well-posed problem. This is typically accom-
plished by adding constraints to the solution. From here on,
the term horizontal refers solely to the along-flight track di-
rection. By introducing horizontal regularisation, i.e. con-
straints on the horizontal variation of retrieved values, the
influence of stochastic error sources becomes reduced. Fur-
ther, this paper introduces algorithms to provide an associ-
ated set of typical diagnostic information following the lin-
ear framework ofRodgers(2000). Last, the feasibility of the
approach is demonstrated upon analysing measurements of
the Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Telescope for the
Atmosphere–New Frontiers (CRISTA-NF) taken during the
RECONCILE (reconciliation of essential process parameters
for an enhanced predictability of Arctic stratospheric ozone
loss and its climate interactions) campaign. The effect of hor-
izontal regularisation on the retrieval quality, the impact of
measurement noise, and the achievable horizontal resolution
is examined and discussed. It is demonstrated that introduc-
ing horizontal regularisation allows lowering the vertical reg-
ularisation strength in order to reproduce finer features than
otherwise possible. Last, this more complicated method is
compared against the weighted a posteriori averaging of con-
ventionally retrieved 1-D profiles.

2 Cross-section retrieval

The retrieval is the process of deriving atmospheric quanti-
ties such as temperature or trace gas volume mixing ratios
from remote sensing measurements. In practise, a discrete
representation of the atmospheric statex ∈ Rn is modified
under certain constraints until the fit between the real mea-
surementsy ∈ Rm and simulated measurementsF (x) pro-
duced by a forward modelF : Rn

7→ Rm is deemed good
enough according to some quality criteria. TherebyF is a
sufficiently accurate forward model capable of simulating the
physics of radiative transport and instrument principle. If the
forward model is linear, a solution can be directly derived
while non-linear models require an iterative procedure. As
the retrieval problem is ill-posed, the addition of some kind
of a priori information is usually required to generate physi-
cally reasonable results. This is formalised by introducing a
cost functionJ : Rn

7→ R:

J (x) = (F (x) − y)T S−1
ε (F (x) − y)

+ (x − xa)
T S−1

a (x − xa) . (1)

This specific cost function is a quadratic form, which has the
advantage that its minimum can be found rather efficiently.
It consists of two distinct terms. The first term penalises dif-
ferences between the measurements and the radiances pro-
vided by the forward model weighted by the measurement
error covariance matrixSε ∈ Rm×m. This matrix describes
the available knowledge about measurement errors, thereby
assuming that they are Gaussian distributed. The second term
penalises differences between the derived atmospheric state
and so-called a priori knowledge, which is usually taken
from a climatology, from models, or from ad hoc assump-
tions about smoothness of atmospheric quantities. Thereby
xa is the expected atmospheric state andSa ∈ Rn×n is a co-
variance matrix thereof codifying correlations between atmo-
spheric quantities.

A state vector minimising the cost functionJ can then
be found, e.g. using an iterative truncated quasi-Newton
method (often within less than 10 iterations) (e.g.Nocedal
and Wright, 2006):

xi+1 = xi −

(
S−1

a + F′ (xi)
T S−1

ε F′ (xi) + λi In

)−1

·

(
S−1

a (xi − xa) + F′ (xi)
T S−1

ε (F (xi) − y)
)
. (2)

The Levenberg–Marquardt parameterλi is chosen in each
iteration to decrease the cost function and should go to zero
in the limit. The matrixIn is the identity matrix inRn×n, and
F′(xi) ∈ Rm×n is the Jacobian matrix ofF evaluated atxi .

This mathematical framework is identical to the one pre-
sented byUngermann et al.(2012a) but fits also well to the
approach of cross-section retrievals. The basic difference to
conventional profile retrievals is just the exchange of the 1-D
representations of the atmospheric state with a 2-D state vec-
tor and the addition of horizontal correlation or smoothness
conditions to the regularisation.
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The remainder of this section discusses technical algorith-
mic and implementation details necessary to perform cross-
section retrievals in practise. First, a specific regularisation
is presented that is suitable for large-scale retrievals. Second,
it is discussed how to practically derive the effects of vari-
ous error sources on retrieval results for large-scale retrievals.
The last subsection presents a novel stochastic approach to
diagnostics very suitable for large-scale retrievals as its com-
putational cost does increase only with the square instead of
the third power of the number of unknowns.

2.1 Regularisation

For large-scale retrievals, Tikhonov regularisation (e.g.
Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) is very convenient, if not re-
quired, as it allows directly defining the needed precision ma-
trix (i.e. the inverse of the covariance matrix)S−1

a ∈ Rn×n.
In so far, the regularisation of cross-section retrievals differs
from that of 1-D retrievals only by the addition of the last
term:

S−1
a = (α0)

2 LT
0 L0 +

(
αv

1

)2 LvT

1 Lv
1 +

(
αh

1

)2
LhT

1 Lh
1. (3)

The parametersα0, αv
1, andαh

1 allow weighing the different
regularisation terms differently. A good starting point is to
set all to 1, even though this paper chooses a smallerα0 (see
Table2).

Having a sparse precision matrix makes it very inexpen-
sive to set the matrix up and to multiply it with vectors. This
allows the efficient use of iterative algorithms such as the
conjugate gradient method for solving linear equation sys-
tems. However, this poses severe restrictions on which co-
variance matrices are admissible for the problem and pre-
vents the use of a pure optimal estimation approach that
usually employs arbitrary covariance matrices often derived
from 3-D models.

As compromise, the Tikhonov regularisation used in this
paper is chosen to approximate the precision matrix of an
optimal estimation covariance matrix employing the auto-
regressive model to fill the covariances (see AppendixA).
The parametrisation used here follows closely the one de-
scribed byUngermann et al.(2012a) with the notable ex-
ception of the added term for horizontal regularisation. To
summarise the setup briefly,L0 ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal ma-
trix, with climatological standard deviations on the diagonal.
The Lv

1 andLh
1 matrices pose constraints on the first-order

derivative in vertical and horizontal direction, scaled with
quantity-specific scaling factorscv

q andch
q for Lv

1 andLh
1, re-

spectively (that means that different rows of the matrices are
scaled differently).

2.2 Linearised diagnostics

The diagnostics used in this work follow the linearised di-
agnostics described byRodgers(2000). The key point of

this section is how these well-known diagnostics may be de-
rived in a memory conserving and numerically stable way
required for large-scale retrievals. It thereby expands the pre-
vious work that described solely the calculation of the noise
error (Ungermann et al., 2010b) to the more complicated es-
timation of systematic errors induced by background gases
and uncertainties in spectral line data.

The underlying idea is to insert thexf minimising the cost
function as fix point into Eq. (2) and to replace the vec-
tor of measurementsy by a first-order Taylor approximation
around the true atmospheric statext ∈ Rn. This gives a linear
relation between the retrieval resultxf , the (unknown) true
atmospheric statext and the measurement errorsε ∈ Rm:

xf = A xt + (I − A)xa + Gε. (4)

Thereby, the matrixG ∈ Rn×m is the so-called gain or con-
tribution matrix mapping differences in the measurements
onto differences in the retrieval result. It is defined as

G =

(
S−1

a + F′ (xf)
T S−1

ε F′ (xf)
)−1

F′ (xf)
T S−1

ε . (5)

The matrixA ∈ Rn×n with

A = GF′ (xf) (6)

is the averaging kernel matrix that describes the influence of
the true atmospheric state on the retrieval result.

One can analyse the averaging kernel matrix to determine
how the applied regularisation influences the retrieval result
and to quantify the spatial resolution of the result. The gain
matrix is also instrumental in estimating the effect of vari-
ous errors on the retrieval result. WithS ∈ Rm×m being the
covariance matrix of an error in the measurements, the co-
variance matrixGSGT describes the resulting uncertainty in
the retrieval result. Such an error covariance matrixS can be
generated (if only in an ad-hoc manner) for most errors af-
fecting the retrieval, e.g. for the uncertainty of non-retrieved
background gases or uncertainties with respect to spectral
line strengths (see below). Obviously, many error sources are
not of Gaussian nature and can thus only be approximated to
a certain degree by this approach.

Providing the diagnostic information for a cross-section
retrieval is slightly more complicated than for 1-D retrievals,
as the involved matrices are of a size that is neither easy to
keep in memory without resorting to sparse storage tech-
niques, nor straightforwardly invertible. The inversion is
thereby both computationally demanding and, even worse,
numerically unstable (scaling the diagonal of the matrix to
one and using an LU-decomposition as done byLivesey et al.
(2006) works mostly well for the presented type of problem
up to a certain size of≈ 40 000 unknowns).

A different approach that avoids all matrix inversions
or factorisations drastically reduces the amount of required
memory at the cost of additional computation. The basic idea
is to calculate only a single row ofA and G at a time by
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18 J. Ungermann: Improving retrieval quality by horizontal regularisation

solving a linear equation system and to derive all relevant
diagnostic quantities for the associated atmospheric quantity
from these matrix rows. Doing so for all points in turn is triv-
ially to parallelise on supercomputers.

To calculate thei-th row gi of G, the i-th row si of(
S−1

a + F′(xf)
T S−1

ε F′(xf)
)−1

is calculated by solving the
equation system

(
S−1

a + F′(xf)
T S−1

ε F′(xf)
)
si = ei with ei

being thei-th unity vector. Naturally, iterative methods are
used for this to avoid the calculation of any matrix-matrix
product or the generation of dense matrices. The resulting
vectorsi is then multiplied with the appropriate matrices to
generate thei-th rowgi of G and thei-th rowai of A.

Using this, one can directly calculate the variance of influ-
ence of measurement noise on the retrieval result by evaluat-
ing gT

i Sε gi .
For deriving the influence of unknown background gases,

one first needs to assemble a covariance matrixSgas de-
scribing the state of this gas. This can then be multiplied
from both sides with the Jacobian matrixF′

gas(xf) of the
forward model with respect to this gas to derive a covari-
ance matrix for the influence of this gas on the (simulated)
measurements. Assembling a full covariance matrixSgas
by, e.g. using the auto-regressive approach (i.e.

(
Sgas

)
i,j

=

σi σj e
(vi−vj )(cv

gas)
−1

e
(hi−hj )(ch

gas)
−1

with vi andhi being ver-
tical and horizontal coordinates of data pointi) and some
horizontal and vertical correlation lengths is too costly both
with respect to memory consumption and computation time.
In this case, it is much more efficient to analytically define
the (sparse) precision matrixS−1

gas instead as described in Ap-
pendixA. Using the precision matrix instead of the covari-
ance matrix requires the solution of another equation system
to generate the desired result. The standard deviationσ

gas
i of

the influence of the gas on the retrieved quantityi can then
be deduced as

(
σ

gas
i

)2
= gT

i F′
gas(xf)

T z, with S−1
gasz = F′

gas(xf)gi . (7)

Solving this linear equation system can be done very effi-
ciently by employing iterative methods as only a couple of
diagonals of the precision matrixS−1

gas are non-zero. The ef-
fort is therefore typically negligible compared to the effort to
calculate the vectorgi itself.

The influence of uncertainties of spectral line data of one
specific trace gas can be estimated in a similar fashion. Un-
der the assumption that the error is fully correlated, the cor-
responding covariance matrixSspec,gasis fully determined by
its standard deviationssspec,gas(Sspec,gas= sspec,gass

T
spec,gas),

which are set to the relative spectral error times the local gas
volume mixing ratios (this assumes that the relative spec-
tral error is identical over all used integrated microwindows
(IMWs); should this not be the case, it is straightforward to
calculate these individually for each IMW, but more com-
plicated in notation and therefore omitted here). Again, it
is too costly to assemble the matrixSspec,gas, especially as

the equation is easily simplified. Thus, the standard deviation
σ

spec,gas
i induced by uncertainties in spectral characterisation

of a gas can be calculated as(
σ

spec,gas
i

)2
= gT

i F′
gas(xf)

T
(
sspec,gass

T
spec,gas

)
F′

gas(xf) gi

=

(
sT

spec,gasF
′
gas(xf) gi

)2
. (8)

In this fashion, all relevant diagnostic quantities can be cal-
culated using only sparse matrices and iterative algorithms.
The resulting quantities are numerically identical to those
derived by straightforward matrix inversion, if feasible. The
sole disadvantage of this approach is that the effort to cal-
culate the diagnostics for all retrieved quantities quickly sur-
passes the effort for the retrieval itself. A more efficient way
to deduce error bars and to estimate the influence of indi-
vidual error terms on the full set of retrieved quantities is
presented in the next subsection.

2.3 Monte Carlo diagnostics

Deriving the diagnostics for each retrieved quantity requires
on the order ofO(n3) operations, as for each of then re-
trieved elements of the atmospheric state vector, a linearn-
by-n equation system must be solved. This already assumes
that a fixed number of iterations much smaller thann pro-
duces a sufficiently accurate solution in the iterative solver.

One way of reducing the computational cost is to use
stochastic algorithms. Such algorithms can also be used to
produce a solution with associated (non-Gaussian) distri-
bution, or to estimate the errors in a non-linear way (e.g.
Tarantola, 2004); here, only a simple linear error estimate
is desired.

The previous section introduced a number of error effects
and associated covariance matrices. Using these Gaussian
characterisations of systematic and stochastic errors influ-
encing the measurements, it is easy to generate random errors
according to the given distributions by multiplying a root of
the covariance matrix with a vector of uncorrelated Gaus-
sian random variables with standard deviations of one. Ap-
pendixB gives an efficient method to construct the inverse
of such roots. These error terms can then be added to the
actual measurements and be fed into a linear retrieval to pro-
duce perturbed solutions. The differences between the actual
retrieval result and the outcomes of the linear retrievals with
disturbed inputs can then be analysed to derive the error bars.
As the involved distributions are assumed to be Gaussian and
as the retrieval is linearised for this purpose, the resulting
distributions are also Gaussian, simplifying the mathemat-
ics for computing all estimates significantly. Depending on
the required confidence level for the error bars, a couple of
solvedn-by-n linear equation systems deliver already usable
estimates.

Let εmc
i ∈ Rm, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be N error vectors gener-

ated according to a multivariate Gaussian error distribution,
e.g. of the noise error. Usually, one is interested especially in
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the total error (the sum over all individual errors), for which
an error vector according to the joint distribution of all er-
rors may be inexpensively generated. Given this set of error
vectors, a linearised retrieval generates a set of associated so-
lutionsxmc

i :

xmc
i = xf −

(
S−1

a + F′ (xf)
T S−1

ε F′ (xf)
)−1

·

(
F′ (xf)

T S−1
ε εmc

i

)
. (9)

The retrieval is linearised to generate comparable results to
the conventional error calculation that is also based on linear
approximation.

The standard deviation of these Monte Carlo solutions de-
livers the desired error estimate. According toKenney and
Keeping(1951), the standard deviation can be estimated as

σmc
=

1

c4(N)

√√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
xmc

i −
1

N

N∑
j=1

xmc
j

)2

. (10)

Thereby, the correction factor

c4(N) =

√
2

N − 1

0
(

N
2

)
0
(

N −1
2

) (11)

makes this estimator unbiased also for smallN . The typ-
ically used correction factor of dividing byN − 1 instead
of N within the square root of Eq. (10) removes only the
bias for the estimate for the variance, which causes notice-
able discrepancies between deterministically calculated and
stochastically estimated standard deviations of retrieval re-
sults for very small values ofN . The error of the estimate
decreases with the number of samples.Kenney and Keeping
(1951) also provide an estimate for the standard deviation of
the standard deviation estimate as

std
(
σmc)

= σmc

√√√√√√ 1

N

N − 1 −

 20
(

N
2

)
0
(

N −1
2

)
2
. (12)

Please note that the paper distinguishes here and in the fol-
lowing between the estimate of the standard deviation of the
retrieval result (giving the error of the retrieval result) and the
standard deviation of the estimate itself (giving the error of
the error estimate).

Equation (12) shows that exemplary 32 random samples
give an estimate of the standard deviation with a 1-σ rela-
tive error of about 12.4 %. Thus one will almost certainly
encounter outliers if many points are diagnosed. A quadru-
pling of the number of samples roughly halves the relative
error. In our implementation of the algorithm and for the ex-
ample presented later on, it is possible to calculate roughly
128 linear solutions in the same time that is required for the
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Fig. 1. Accuracy for estimation of errors for varying samples sizes. Shown are the means of the relative
error of the standard deviation estimate (yellow circles), the real standard deviation of the estimates gen-
erated by comparison of the estimates with deterministically calculated errors (blue circles) and minimal
and maximal relative errors (red crosses). The dotted horizontal line is the theoretical standard devia-
tion of the standard deviation estimate. Please note the varying vertical scale with solid lines indicating
identical relative errors. The samples sizes are always powers of two.

36

Fig. 1. Accuracy for estimation of errors for varying samples sizes.
Shown are the means of the relative error of the standard devia-
tion estimate (yellow circles), the real standard deviation of the es-
timates generated by comparison of the estimates with determin-
istically calculated errors (blue circles) and minimal and maximal
relative errors (red crosses). The dotted horizontal line is the theo-
retical standard deviation of the standard deviation estimate. Please
note the varying vertical scale with solid lines indicating identical
relative errors. The samples sizes are always powers of two.

non-linear retrieval itself, delivering a precision of about 6 %.
Please note that this is the precision of the estimated standard
deviation. For example, if the estimated standard deviation
points to a 10 % uncertainty for a certain retrieved trace gas
(not uncommon for the CRISTA-NF instrument), a relative
error of 6 % translates into a 1-σ uncertainty of the retrieval
result ranging from 9.4 to 10.6 %. This uncertainty in the er-
ror is well within the range of other uncertainties introduced
by instrument characterisation or spectral line data.

If one is only interested in a worst-case estimate, for ex-
ample to determine the relevance of different error sources,
it is advantageous to use a very small number of samples to
generate a coarse estimate of the standard deviation and add
to this one (or multiple) standard deviations of the estimate
to derive a reliable upper bound for the error.

To give an example of a typical spread, Fig.1 shows the
converging behaviour for a real diagnosis of the total error
for a range of sampling sizes. The quality of the estimates
follows the expected theoretical forecast, which makes a sep-
arate calculation superfluous in practise. As expected for a
large number of estimates and a Gaussian distribution, the
minimum and maximum errors are rather large compared to a
single standard deviation. For a small number of just 32 sam-
ples, relative errors of the standard deviation estimate of up
to 50 % are not uncommon.

This method lends itself well to parallelisation. Each
Monte Carlo solution may be generated in parallel to the
others on an arbitrary number of cores. It is also possible
to refine the estimate later on. One may combine the sample
mean and sample variance of different sample runs to im-
prove upon the estimate at a later time, when more processing
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20 J. Ungermann: Improving retrieval quality by horizontal regularisation

power may be available or the need for a more accurate esti-
mate has arisen.

As the number of samples for a desired precision is inde-
pendent of the number of unknowns, this algorithm has an
effective cost of onlyO(n2), albeit with a large constant co-
efficient. Due to the large amount of involved unknowns, this
algorithm is much more efficient than deterministic methods
that requireO(n3) operations. Thus, this method provides
an efficient way to provide diagnostic information for large-
scale retrievals.

3 Case study

This section presents a case study that examines the differ-
ences between cross-section retrievals and conventional 1-D
retrievals.

The RECONCILE campaign took place from January to
March 2010. The high-flying Russian research aircraft M55-
Geophysica performed 12 flights in this time frame with a va-
riety of in situ and remote sensing instruments. One of the in-
struments aboard was CRISTA-NF, an airborne infrared limb
sounder. The data taken by CRISTA-NF in this campaign are
rather unique in having at the same time a high frequency of
taken profiles (one profile every≈ 15 km) and a high verti-
cal sampling (≈ 250 m). Its measurements during one flight
of the campaign shall function as an example. The one-
dimensional retrieval and validation of this dataset was de-
scribed byUngermann et al.(2012a). The impact of stochas-
tic errors on the measurements is rather high, first from ac-
tual measurement noise introduced by the detectors and as-
sociated components, second from uncertainties in the verti-
cal pointing of individual spectra (and even spectral samples
within one spectrum). The second flight of 2 March 2010 has
been selected as example as it offers the most vertical and
horizontal structure.

3.1 Instrument

CRISTA-NF is an air-borne infrared passive limb sounder. It
measures emissions of thermally excited atmospheric trace
gases in the mid-infrared region (4 to 15 µm). The CRISTA-
NF viewing direction is perpendicular to the flight direction
of the M55-Geophysica. Spectra are scanned from the flight
altitude down to≈ 5 km in vertical steps of≈ 250 m using a
Herschel telescope with a tiltable mirror. A detailed descrip-
tion of the optical system and the cryostat of CRISTA-NF
is given byKullmann et al.(2004). The optical system of
CRISTA-NF has been re-purposed from the CRISTA exper-
iment that was launched by the Space Shuttle on the Shut-
tle Pallet Satellite SPAS in November 1994 (STS 66) and
August 1997 (STS 85) (Offermann et al., 1999; Grossmann
et al., 2002). Obtaining a single spectrum takes only 1.2 s due
to the low temperature of the detectors and the whole optical
system of the instrument.

Table 1. A list of employed integrated microwindows and their
spectral range.

IMW range (cm−1) IMW range (cm−1)

0 777.5–778.5 7 808.0–809.0
1 784.0–785.0 8 810.0–813.0
2 787.0–790.0 9 820.5–821.5
3 791.5–793.0 10 831.0–832.0
4 794.1–795.0 11 846.0–847.0
5 795.5–796.5 12 863.0–866.0
6 796.6–797.5

While the pointing stability of the instrument had been im-
proved upon compared to previous campaigns, its pointing
stability is still only on the order of 0.02◦, which corresponds
to an uncertainty in the tangent point altitude of≈ 125 m ver-
tically 10 km below flight level. This corresponds roughly to
a relative error in measured radiation of≈ 1 %.

3.2 Retrieval processor

The J̈ulich Rapid Spectral Simulation Code Version 2
(JURASSIC2) is used as forward model and retrieval proces-
sor. The Python/C++ based JURASSIC2 and its predecessor
were used in several experiments and studies (e.g.Hoffmann
et al., 2008). It uses pre-calculated tables of spectrally aver-
aged optical paths to avoid costly line-by-line calculations.
Combining the radiances derived from the emissivity growth
approximation method (EGA; e.g.Weinreb and Neuendorf-
fer, 1973; Gordley and Russell, 1981) and the Curtis–Godson
approximation (CGA;Curtis, 1952; Godson, 1953) using a
simple regression scheme (Francis et al., 2006), the standard
deviation between full line-by-line calculations and the ap-
proximate scheme used by JURASSIC2 is less than 0.22 %
(Ungermann et al., 2012a). This is less than the assumed
stochastic error of 1 % and much less than assumed uncer-
tainties in spectral line data and parametrisation schemes.

3.3 Retrieval setup

The discussed retrieval derives the primary retrieval targets
CCl4, CFC-11, H2O, HNO3, O3, and ClONO2 and the sec-
ondary retrieval targets aerosol, temperature, PAN, CFC-113,
and HCFC-22 from 13 integrated microwindows (see Ta-
ble 1). The primary distinction between primary and sec-
ondary retrieval targets is that the signal of the primary tar-
gets is strong enough to deliver reliable results also in the
presence of systematic errors in background gases. The re-
trieval grid sampling distance is 250 m below 20 km, 1 km
between 20 and 30 km, and 2 km above. All targets are de-
rived between 0 and 25 km except for the trace gases HNO3,
O3, and ClONO2 that are subject to an increase in volume
mixing ratio above flight altitude. These gases are therefore
derived up to an altitude of 65 km. In total, this gives a state
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Fig. 2. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios for the baseline regularisation
(standard vertical regularisation and no horizontal regularisation). The straight black line indicates the
altitude of the instrument. Crosses on this line indicate the mean position of the instrument during a
profile measurement.
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Fig. 3. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 2. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios for the baseline regularisation
(standard vertical regularisation and no horizontal regularisation). The straight black line indicates the
altitude of the instrument. Crosses on this line indicate the mean position of the instrument during a
profile measurement.
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Fig. 3. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 2.Two cross-sections of CFC-11(a) and ClONO2 (b) volume mixing ratios for the baseline regularisation (standard vertical regularisa-
tion and no horizontal regularisation). The straight black line indicates the altitude of the instrument. Crosses on this line indicate the mean
position of the instrument during a profile measurement.

Table 2. Parameters employed for the regularisation: Tikhonov
strength and correlation lengths.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

α0
√

0.1 cClONO2 4 km
αv

1, αh
1 1 cH2O 12 km

ctemperature 2 km cHCFC-22 32 km
caerosol 640 km cHNO3 4 km
cCCl4 1 km cO3 6 km
cCFC-11 0.3 km cPAN 8 km
cCFC-113 2 km

vectorx with 93 870 entries and a measurement vectory with
73 660 entries. The regularisation is parametrised according
to Table2. A priori information and initial guess are chosen
to be identical. For temperature, pressure and water vapour,
ECMWF ERA-Interim data are used. A zero profile is used
for PAN. For the remaining targets appropriate profiles are
taken from the climatology assembled byRemedios et al.
(2007). All standard deviations used for the regularisation are
also taken from this source except for temperature (for which
a fixed standard deviation of 1 K was chosen) and PAN (for
which the climatology ofGlatthor et al., 2007is used). Ad-
ditional information about the 1-D retrieval and a validation
of the results against measurements by other instruments is
given byUngermann et al.(2012a).

3.4 Effect of horizontal regularisation

This section quantifies the effect of horizontal regularisation
on a cross-section retrieval. Besides the obvious horizontal
smoothing of volume mixing ratios, it needs to be examined
if one can in turn reduce vertical regularisation to improve
the vertical resolution at the cost of horizontal resolution and
how much the image noise can be reduced without degrad-
ing the horizontal resolution of the cross-section too much.
Image noise refers here to the artefacts in retrieved volume

mixing ratios that are induced by measurement noise and
similar stochastic error sources in the radiances.

The presented case study derives multiple gases from the
measurements, but, to conserve space, only the volume mix-
ing ratios of CFC-11 and ClONO2 will be discussed, as
the other trace gases behave quite similarly. The choice of
CFC-11 is disadvantageous for cross-section retrievals, as its
signal is strong and the image noise is low to begin with and
therefore the possible gain is small compared to other re-
trieval gases. In contrast, ClONO2 has a weaker signal and
should thus profit more. Thus, the two trace gases represent
a worst-case and a best-case scenario for the proposed algo-
rithm and thereby allow a better quantification of expected
benefits for other scenarios.

The baseline retrieval is a cross-section retrieval that is
identical to a conventional series of 1-D retrievals as no
horizontal regularisation has been added. The CFC-11 and
ClONO2 volume mixing ratios produced by the baseline re-
trieval are depicted in Fig.2. These pseudo-colour plots show
each retrieved trace gas volume mixing ratio value as a rect-
angle. This cross-section exhibits a lot of detail and fine
structure. Please note that most structures are horizontal or
diagonal and that neighbouring profiles are often very simi-
lar. This suggests that consecutive profiles taken at this hori-
zontal sampling are not fully independent from one another.
It is likely that many of the inconsistencies between neigh-
bouring profiles stem from random errors in the given eleva-
tion angle knowledge that affects lower altitudes more than
those close to the instrument.

The CFC-11 cross-section contains image noise in sev-
eral regions, which is caused by the given measurement
noise combined with a rather weak vertical regularisation;
but this parametrisation allows a good reproduction of the fil-
ament of increased CFC-11 volume mixing ratio at 15.5 km
on the right, which is situated between two air masses of
smaller volume mixing ratios. The vertical extent seems to
be ≈ 500 m, which corresponds to two samples of the em-
ployed grid. On the left-hand side of the figure, two very faint
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Fig. 2. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios for the baseline regularisation
(standard vertical regularisation and no horizontal regularisation). The straight black line indicates the
altitude of the instrument. Crosses on this line indicate the mean position of the instrument during a
profile measurement.
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Fig. 3. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 3. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 3. Two cross-sections of CFC-11(a) and ClONO2 (b) volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regularisation and factor-200 hori-
zontal regularisation.
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Fig. 4. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-2 000 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 5. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-20 000 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 4. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-2 000 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 5. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-20 000 horizontal regularisation.
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(b)

Fig. 4. Two cross-sections of CFC-11(a) and ClONO2 (b) volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regularisation and factor-2 000
horizontal regularisation.

horizontal filaments might be present at 13 km and 14 km.
Also, a large artefact is present at 9.5 to 11 km at 10:35 UTC
where no measurements were taken due to aircraft move-
ments; this problem is revealed by the decreased information
content in this area (not depicted).

The ClONO2 cross-section is generally similar in qual-
ity to the CFC-11 cross-section but less resolved. Only at
lower altitudes, the ClONO2 volume mixing ratios contain
less image noise, mostly because the measured signal be-
comes rather weak and more a priori knowledge enters the
retrieval result, which is reflected in a sharp drop off in mea-
surement contribution (not depicted) below 12 km.

A natural starting point for the horizontal regularisation
strength would be an approximate scale difference between
vertical and horizontal length for large meso- or synoptic-
scale structures in the atmosphere, i.e.≈ 200. This strength
is referred to as factor-200 horizontal regularisation within
this paper. For the vertical regularisation strength, initially
the values of Table2 are used. The result for using thus
ch

q = 200cv
q = 200cq for all quantities except aerosol gives

Fig. 3 (it was found to be beneficial to always keepch
aerosol=

100cv
aerosolas the vertical regularisation strength for aerosol

was very strong to begin with). Starting with the CFC-11

cross-section, the differences are subtle, but it is visually al-
ready more pleasing than the baseline setup (see Sect.3.5for
a quantitative discussion). With this regularisation strength,
the largest effect is on individual pixels, where closely neigh-
bouring profiles have differing values, i.e. mostly outliers
presumably caused by spikes in the measurements and small-
scale oscillations. Some of these outliers in the thin verti-
cal filaments have been reduced; especially the region be-
tween 10 and 12 km has become more uniform. The artefact
at 10:35 UTC has become smaller as the missing informa-
tion starts being filled in from the right side (the left profile
is spatially even farther away than suggested by the temporal
proximity due to a turn of the aircraft and therefore exerts
only a minimal influence). Also the ClONO2 cross-section
looks improved. No major features were smoothed over. Sev-
eral features even look better. For example, the inclined out-
flow of increased ClONO2 at 11:50 UTC at 12 km is now
consistent over all neighbouring profiles. This seems correct
as indicated by retrieved HNO3 volume mixing ratios, which
have a stronger signal and show the same behaviour without
any horizontal regularisation (not depicted).

A stronger horizontal regularisation is depicted in Fig.4,
where the horizontal strength has been set to be 2000 times
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Fig. 5. Two cross-sections of CFC-11 and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios with standard vertical regu-
larisation and factor-20 000 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 6. Leading errors in CFC-11 volume mixing ratio for a representative profile (12:30 UTC) and the baseline regularisation in panel(a)
and a factor-2000 horizontal regularisation in panel(b). “spectr.” notes the error induced by uncertainties in CFC-11 spectral data. “OCS”
and “CFC-114” are the systematic errors induced by the uncertainty in volume mixing ratios of these background gases.

the vertical one (factor-2000). This result is devoid of ob-
vious defects as they have been smoothed over. But strong
horizontal gradients are still reproduced, e.g. the small in-
trusion of air with low CFC-11 volume mixing ratios at
11:30 UTC and 14 to 16 km. But the low volume mixing ra-
tios within this filament are slightly increased due to smooth-
ing. Also the diagonal structure at 16 km and 12:00 UTC
shows larger CFC-11 volume mixing ratios than in the setup
without horizontal regularisation. However, while certain de-
tails have been lost, it certainly reproduces the major features
well. The weaker ClONO2 volume mixing ratios behave sim-
ilarly. Most features are still present, but increased volume
mixing ratios of small filaments have been reduced and vice
versa.

For comparison, a setup with an obviously too strong hor-
izontal regularisation is shown. Using a factor-20 000 hori-
zontal regularisation gives results as shown in Fig.5. Previ-
ously clear-cut horizontal and diagonal structures have been
distorted by this setup. Even though the vertical regulari-
sation is unmodified, the vertical resolution has also dete-
riorated, which results in obvious vertical smoothing. De-
pending on the retrieved quantity and the measurement noise
level, such a strength might still be useful, as structures with
strong horizontal gradients are preserved even here.

3.5 Quantification of noise error reduction

After presenting the visual differences of the various reg-
ularisation strengths, this section focuses on the impact of
the horizontal regularisation on the more objective diagnos-
tic noise error estimates.

As the errors are quite similar from one profile to another,
it is sufficient to discuss the errors of a single profile. Fig-
ure 6 shows the errors associated with the profile measured
at 12:30 UTC for the baseline retrieval setup (panel a) and
factor-2000 horizontal regularisation (panel b). The total er-
ror is produced by taking the Euclidean norm of a vector con-
sisting of all individual error terms. Only the most significant
error terms are depicted in descending order. In Fig.6a, the
error according to stochastic noise (which was assumed to
be 1 %) is the leading error down to 12 km. Only from there
on, the error induced by spectral uncertainties in CFC-11 be-
comes dominant (this error was set to 5 % in an ad hoc man-
ner based on HITRAN (Rothman et al., 2009) error quan-
tification). The corresponding plot for factor-2000 regular-
isation is given in Fig.6b. It is shown that the noise error
was reduced by a factor of≈ 3, leaving the total error be-
ing dominated by systematic errors implying an improved
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Fig. 7. Error induced by measurement noise for CFC-11(a) and ClONO2 (b), respectively, for one representative profile (12:30 UTC) and
varying horizontal regularisation strengths. The given number indicates the horizontal regularisation multiplier compared to baseline vertical
regularisation strength.
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Fig. 8. A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM) for the baseline setup.
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Fig. 8. A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM)
for the baseline setup.

precision with similar accuracy of the result. The other er-
rors are largely unaffected.

Figure 7 shows the reduction of noise error for CFC-11
(panel a) and ClONO2 (panel b) for several horizontal reg-
ularisation strength. The effect of measurement noise on
CFC-11 volume mixing ratios is depicted in Fig.7a. Intro-
ducing horizontal regularisation in a natural manner reduced
the noise error to 70 % of the original level. Using a factor-
2000 horizontal regularisation reduces the noise error fur-
ther down to 30 % of the original level. Increasing the hor-
izontal regularisation strength further gives only diminish-
ing returns, especially as the impact of measurement noise
is reduced to the same order as most systematic or quasi-
random error sources such as influence of unknown back-
ground gases, so that the gain in precision is insignificant
compared to the given accuracy. For ClONO2, the factor-200
horizontal regularisation already halves the effect of mea-
surement noise. As its signal is weaker, it profits more from
additional regularisation.

3.6 Achievable horizontal resolution

Adding horizontal regularisation obviously worsens the
achievable horizontal resolution. However, it may be that the
resulting resolution is still sufficient for the scientific pur-
poses or that the given reduction of image noise is seen as
more advantageous.

Figure8 shows the horizontal resolution as derived from
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the averaging
kernel in horizontal direction. The width is determined by
linear interpolation between data points, which causes the
step-like structure due to the irregular horizontal grid size.
Vertical variations are partly caused by differing azimuthal
directions of the detector, which causes the lower tangent
points of affected neighbouring profiles to be farther apart
than upper ones (the profile taken at≈ 10:10 UTC is the most
prominent example of this effect). The large value around
10:30 UTC is caused not only by the sparse measurement
density, but also by a turn of the aircraft implying that the
horizontal distance of the two seemingly neighbouring pro-
files is much larger than suggested by the temporal proximity.
A regular horizontal grid would remove several of these arte-
facts, but on the other hand also introduce many points with
purely interpolated information.

The impact of the naturally dimensioned factor-200 hor-
izontal regularisation is very small as shown in Fig.9.
The horizontal resolution for CFC-11 is nearly unchanged
compared to applying no horizontal regularisation: the res-
olution is in both cases typically the maximum of≈ 16 km
and the resolution of the baseline setup. This is only slightly
larger than the typical minimum distance between profiles of
≈ 15 km. Several individual points have a noticeably wors-
ened horizontal resolution; these are typically points of pro-
files where there is a gap in the vertically measured spectra.
For these cases, the retrieval prefers to interpolate the mixing
ratios from neighbouring profiles rather than doing so from
measurements farther above or below, especially if the neigh-
bouring profile is close by. A second kind of artefact arises
in the profile at 10:35 UTC, where the horizontal resolution
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Fig. 9. A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM) for the factor-200 horizontal regulari-
sation strength.
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Fig. 9. A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM)
for the factor-200 horizontal regularisation strength.

seemingly was much improved at 9 km altitude. Here, an es-
pecially large gap in taken spectra is present and the retrieval
extrapolates from the profile to the right, which was taken
in close spatial proximity. The averaging kernel matrix in-
dicates that the information is spatially well localised, but
centred on the succeeding profile. This dislocation can also
be visualised by plotting the distance between the maximum
of the averaging kernel matrix row and the location of the re-
trieved point; however for the given case study, such a prob-
lem arises only for the 10:35 UTC profile.

Figure10 shows the results of factor-2000 horizontal reg-
ularisation strength. Here, the horizontal resolution is ob-
viously worse than for the baseline case, especially in the
lower altitudes. But where a sufficient measurement density
is given, e.g. around 11:45 UTC, the horizontal resolution is
still ≈ 25 km, which is for many long-living trace gases quite
sufficient.

3.7 Trade-off of vertical against horizontal resolution

It was established that adding horizontal regularisation re-
duces the impact of measurement noise at the expense of
worse horizontal resolution. One might therefore use this
achieved stability to reduce the strength of vertical regular-
isation to, possibly, achieve less vertical smoothing.

Reducing the vertical regularisation strength by a factor of
ten and using a factor-200 horizontal regularisation (related
to the original vertical regularisation strength) gives simi-
lar noise error figures as the baseline retrieval. Therefore,
they should give qualitatively comparable results, but with
different trade-offs. In Fig.11, the corresponding CFC-11
and ClONO2 volume mixing ratios are depicted. The fig-
ure seems to contain a similar amount of image noise as
Fig. 2 but with a different distribution of errors. As neigh-
bouring profiles are slightly more consistent, it is slightly
more pleasing to the eye, but objectively with respect to er-
ror bars (not depicted) of comparable quality. Especially the
lower altitudes around 10 km are quite improved. Some very
small structures like the extension of air with low CFC-11
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Fig. 10. A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM) for the factor-2000 horizontal regu-
larisation strength.
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Fig. 10.A cross-section of CFC-11 horizontal resolution (FWHM)
for the factor-2000 horizontal regularisation strength.

volume mixing ratios at 11:15 UTC and 15.5 km altitude
seem slightly more consistent.

The horizontal resolution is similar to the setups dis-
cussed in Sect.3.6, which is slightly reduced compared to
the baseline case without horizontal regularisation, i.e. on the
order of 15 km (i.e. equal to the profile sampling distance).
The difference in vertical resolution is shown in Fig.12. The
vertical resolution of CFC-11 is already quite close to the
achievable optimum constrained by the observation geom-
etry, so its vertical resolution cannot improve significantly.
But the other major retrieval targets benefit noticeably by up
to 30 % at lower altitudes. Also water vapour benefits greatly
by more than halving the vertical resolution around 16 km.

CFC-11 might be a bad example here, as the vertical regu-
larisation was small to begin with and is effectively turned off
altogether by the reduction by factor 10. The largest improve-
ment in resolution of a primary target is therefore achieved
in ClONO2. Figure11b reproduces very well the horizontal
filaments at 12 and 14 km altitude, which are difficult to dis-
cern in Fig.2b due to the effects of measurement noise and
uncertainty in elevation angle. These filaments coincide with
well-defined filaments of elevated HNO3 volume mixing ra-
tio (not depicted). Also the low mixing ratios in the filament
at 15.5 km in the later part of the flight around 12:30 UTC
are more pronounced. At only one place, there may be a
negative effect of the horizontal smoothing. At 11:35 UTC
in Fig. 2a, there seems to be a vertically continuous mass
of low ClONO2 volume mixing ratios from 8 to 14 km. In
Fig. 11b, this faint structure has become less pronounced. It
is however unclear whether this is an artefact of the regular-
isation or the proper structure, as only some correlated re-
trieved trace gases exhibit a similar structure in the baseline
retrieval.

Concluding, this technique allows adjusting the character-
istics of the retrieved volume mixing ratios to the scientific
question and the atmospheric situation. Especially for exam-
ining the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and the
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Fig. 11. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratio for a reduced vertical regularisation strength and
factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 11. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratio for a reduced vertical regularisation strength and
factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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(b)

Fig. 11.Two cross-sections of CFC-11(a) and ClONO2 (b) volume mixing ratios for a reduced vertical regularisation strength and factor-200
horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 11. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratio for a reduced vertical regularisation strength and
factor-200 horizontal regularisation.
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Fig. 12. Vertical resolution of selected retrieval targets for a representative profile (12:30 UTC) for the baseline setup in panel(a) and a
reduced vertical regularisation strength and factor-200 horizontal regularisation in panel(b)

.

tropopause inversion layer, which is of very narrow, this tech-
nique might reproduce otherwise invisible details.

3.8 Comparison to smoothing of 1-D retrievals

The basic idea behind the cross-section retrieval is to ex-
ploit the similarity of neighbouring profiles. This can be ex-
ploited also by simple weighted moving averages. This sec-
tion presents two such less costly alternatives to a full cross-
section retrieval, operating solely on the results of a series
of individual 1-D retrievals, and compares these to the cross-
section retrieval.

In this section,xi refers to the 1-D result of thei-th mea-
sured profile andSi is the associated covariance matrix. Then
the simple moving average for thei-th profilex

avg
i is defined

as

x
avg
i =

∑
j

wi,j xj . (13)

The weightswi,j ∈ R are chosen according to a Lapla-
cian distribution (the probability density function is
√

2σ−1 exp
(
−

√
2|x − µ|σ−1

)
with mean µ and stan-

dard deviationσ ) with a given FWHM, thereby effectively
prescribing a fixed horizontal resolution. The Laplacian

distribution was chosen because of its obvious relationship
to the auto-regressive model and Tikhonov regularisation. In
this way, the averaging should produce similar results to a
cross-section retrieval given the FWHM of the Laplacian dis-
tribution is similar to the horizontal resolution of the cross-
section retrieval. However, there are many other choices for
window functions with different trade-offs, which cannot be
fully explored here.

A second, more complex smoothing option is to weigh the
profiles not only by a simple scalar but, in addition, with
the inverse of their covariance matrix. This corresponds to
a maximum likelihood estimator and is mathematically sim-
ilar to a linear cross-section retrieval linearised at the state
given by the assembly of the 1-D solutions.

The maximum likelihood estimator for thei-th profilexml
i

is defined as

xml
i =

(∑
j

wi,j S−1
j

)−1 ∑
j

wi,j S−1
j xj . (14)

The weightswi,j are again defined based on a Laplacian
probability distribution with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation corresponding to a FWHM of 30 km. This cor-
relates roughly with the cross-section retrieval results for a
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Fig. 13. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratios derived by horizontally averaging 1-D retrieval
results using a simple Laplacian distribution with 30 km FWHM to generate the weights.
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Fig. 13.Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratios derived by
horizontally averaging 1-D retrieval results using a simple Lapla-
cian distribution with 30 km FWHM to generate the weights.

factor-2000 horizontal regularisation. This stronger smooth-
ing was chosen, as the effect of these methods and thereby
also their differences become more apparent for stronger
smoothing. For the maximum likelihood estimator, the actual
width of the weighting functions is naturally also influenced
by the involved covariance matrices, should they differ sig-
nificantly from each other.

The horizontal distance between profiles is taken to be the
average distance of the lower 20 km of the profiles. Other val-
ues for the FWHM have also been tested, and it was asserted
that the presented strength delivers the result most similar
to the factor-2000 horizontal regularisation. A key difference
of cross-section retrievals is that the strength of horizontal
smoothing is also influenced by the signal-to-noise ratio of
the measurements and the vertical structure of the standard
deviations of the climatology used for a priori, which leads
to a stronger smoothing for lower altitudes than for higher
altitudes. For either moving average, this effect might be
incorporated to some extent by altitude-dependent weights,
i.e. a diagonal matrix with altitude-dependent weights on the
diagonal.

The result in CFC-11 volume mixing ratios for the sim-
ple weighted moving average is shown in Fig.13. The vol-
ume mixing ratios contain obviously much less image noise
than those in the baseline retrieval shown in Fig.2. In so
far this method is an effective means to simply reduce the
impact of measurement noise. The result looks overall sim-
ilar to the corresponding Fig.4; the only obvious discrep-
ancies can be found around obvious artefacts of the baseline
retrieval. The profile with missing observations at 10:35 UTC
still presents too low CFC-11 volume mixing ratios at lower
altitudes. Interestingly, also applying stronger smoothing by
Laplace distributions with FWHMs up to 200 km does not
fully remedy this problem. In addition, there are some in-
dividual points with increased CFC-11 volume mixing ra-
tio around 10:00 UTC, which are likely induced by uncer-
tainties in elevation angle due to aircraft movements dur-
ing the ascent. Neighbouring profiles fit much better to one
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Fig. 14. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratios derived by horizontally averaging 1-D retrieval
results using both a simple Laplacian distribution with 30 km FWHM and the retrieval result covariance
matrices to generate the weights.
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Fig. 14. Cross-section of CFC-11 volume mixing ratios derived
by horizontally averaging 1-D retrieval results using both a simple
Laplacian distribution with 30 km FWHM and the retrieval result
covariance matrices to generate the weights.

another with horizontal regularisation compared to this sim-
ple weighted moving average. For this method, diagnostic
information can simply be assembled by weighted averaging
of the available error covariance matrices of the individual
profiles. It is also straightforward to generate a 2-D averag-
ing kernel matrix.

The more complicated maximum likelihood estimator de-
livers very similar results presented in Fig.14. The only no-
table difference to Fig.13 is in the profile at 10:35 UTC,
which is slightly better re-constructed. However, some val-
ues in the range between 9 and 11 km do not have an in-
creased standard deviation as one might expect, even though
their value seems obviously biased. As a consequence, the
weighted average does not fill these values from the sur-
rounding profiles. The way that this method combines the
available profiles is so close to the method of the actual cross-
section retrievals that an even closer agreement between this
result and the cross-section retrieval results would be ex-
pected. However, the cross-section retrieval is a non-linear
process, while this recombination of profiles is inherently lin-
ear. In this way, the cross-section retrieval is more potent.

With respect to providing diagnostic information, the co-
variance matrixSml

i of the retrieval result of each profilexml
i

follows from Eq. (14) and can be calculated by the following
formula:

Sml
i =

(∑
j

wi,j S−1
j

)−2 ∑
j

w2
i,j S−1

j . (15)

It is straightforward to derive further diagnostic quantities
like gain and averaging kernel matrix from this. When ap-
plying this on the presented numerical example, the calcula-
tion of Sml

i became numerically unstable even after applying
typical and more elaborate countermeasures, causing several
negative variances to appear in the matrix. This is surpris-
ing as such issues arise typically neither in the diagnostics
of conventional 1-D profiles with matrices of similar size nor
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in the diagnostics of the full cross-section retrieval involv-
ing much larger matrices. However, a closer analysis reveals
that the matrices being multiplied and inverted in Eq. (15)
are not too well conditioned to begin with (about≈ 105 for
the summed matrices after symmetrically scaling the diago-
nal to 1) and both the matrix-matrix multiplication and the
matrix-inversion are rather sensitive to high condition num-
bers: for the given matrices, the combination of the squaring
and inversion in Eq. (15) introduces sufficient error to effec-
tively remove up to≈ 33 bit of information, which is more
than is usually employed for storing the individual covari-
ance matrices.

A different question is whether such smoothing methods
can also be used to reduce the vertical regularisation strength.
Initial tests with the discussed test case showed that the in-
crease in oscillations in the 1-D profiles due to vertical de-
creased regularisation cannot be fully compensated by the
a posteriori horizontal smoothing (not depicted). Here, the
stabilising influence of horizontal regularisation during the
retrieval is more critical as the chosen vertical regularisation
strength is insufficient to guarantee numerical stability and
well-posedness.

Combining individual profiles in a weighted manner can
produce some of the benefits of the cross-section retrieval,
even though the results are slightly worse as the weighting
is only a linear process compared to the non-linear cross-
section retrieval. Moving averages have the advantage of be-
ing able to provide diagnostic information in a computation-
ally less costly way at the cost of a result of reduced retrieval
quality.

4 Discussion and conclusions

This paper proposed and demonstrated non-linear 2-D cross-
section retrievals of trace gases including vertical and hor-
izontal regularisation from airborne infrared limb sounder
measurements. As test case, the second measurement flight
on 2 March 2010 during the RECONCILE campaign was
used (Ungermann et al., 2012a).

An algorithm that is able to retrieve large-scale 2-D cross-
sections was presented, and it was shown how associated di-
agnostic information can be produced on common hardware.
Stochastic algorithms can provide the error estimates for var-
ious error sources and all retrieved quantities with a cost of
only O(n2) compared toO(n3) for deterministic methods.
These algorithms were then applied to a real-life test case to
demonstrate the feasibility and quantify the benefits of the
cross-section retrieval.

First, the effect of adding horizontal regularisation of vary-
ing strength was examined. Using 200 times the vertical reg-
ularisation strength as horizontal strength (factor-200 hori-
zontal regularisation) produced visibly more uniform images
without noticeable degradation of features. Increasing the
horizontal regularisation strength further produces ever more

uniform images that still retain all evident structures until the
picture becomes over-smoothed around factor-20 000 hori-
zontal regularisation.

After establishing a suitable range for the horizontal regu-
larisation strength, its impact on the retrieval error was ex-
amined. A detailed analysis showed that all error sources
remained unaffected with the exception of a reduced noise
error. The factor-200 horizontal regularisation reduced the
noise error for the CFC-11 retrieval down to 70 % of the
original level, while a more aggressive strength could reduce
it down to about 30 % of the original level. For ClONO2,
factor-200 horizontal regularisation could reduce the image
noise even by up to 50 %.

Introducing horizontal regularisation affects obviously the
along-flight path resolution. Factor-200 horizontal regulari-
sation imposes a lower limit of≈ 17 km for well-resolved
trace gases on this horizontal resolution, which is just about
2 km worse than the minimal profile distance. The more the
horizontal regularisation strength is increased from there on,
the worse the horizontal resolution becomes. For factor-2000
horizontal regularisation, the imposed minimum mean hori-
zontal resolution is already more than 30 km.

Using horizontal regularisation, it is possible to reduce the
vertical regularisation strength below the strength necessary
for successful 1-D retrieval given a certain fixed noise er-
ror target. In the presented example, the vertical resolution
of ClONO2 could be improved by up to 30 % without in-
creasing the image noise level. This enhanced the visibility
of thin filaments and generally reduced the vertical smooth-
ing. Choosing a good combination of vertical and horizontal
regularisation thereby improves the reproduction of bound-
aries between air masses and thereby the examination of, for
example, mixing processes.

The last section compared the presented approach to a
simpler weighted averaging of one-dimensionally retrieved
profiles. A simple linear recombination using a Laplace
function with a set FWHM and an average that also in-
cludes the covariance matrices of the results was examined.
Both approaches reduce the impact of measurement noise in
the same way as the cross-section retrieval. However, they
were both less able to reduce artefacts caused by missing
observations.

By using cross-section retrievals, it is possible to produce a
better representation of the true atmospheric state by exploit-
ing the high measurement density of modern instruments and
the self-similarity of the atmosphere. Especially for trace
gases with weak signature, the technique reduces the im-
age noise significantly without noticeable degradation of the
horizontal resolution. The better reproduction of thin verti-
cal layers is important for the analysis of mixing processes
in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. The algorithm
is therefore currently used to process further CRISTA-NF
data (Ungermann et al., 2012b) and initial (non-tomographic)
measurements by GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for
Radiance Imaging of the Atmosphere; seeUngermann et al.,
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2010b). This technique might also be used to more reliably
derive constant and slowly varying instrument parameters,
which cannot be determined from pre- or post-flight calibra-
tion. The technique should also be applicable to older air-
borne sounders with sparser sampling such as MIPAS-STR
(e.g.Woiwode et al., 2012), albeit with less resulting image
enhancements.

In contrast to the title of this paper, which was cho-
sen mostly due to the discussed use-case, it is straightfor-
ward to extend the presented technique to retrievals for cur-
rent satellite-borne nadir-sounders, as these instruments also
measure closely spaced profiles (e.g. both the Atmospheric
Infrared Sounder (Aumann et al., 2003) and the Infrared At-
mospheric Sounding Interferometer (Clerbaux et al., 2009)
have a (sub)pixel size of 12 to 13.5 km; the operational re-
trievals for both instruments combine sub-pixels to reduce
measurement noise, which could be achieved with less cost
of horizontal resolution with the proposed algorithm). As
the viewing geometry is different, the technique needs to
be slightly adapted. Instead of cross-sections, 3-D cubes
would be retrieved with added horizontal regularisation in
both along-flight path and across-flight path direction. This
only changes the state vector representation and the setup
of the regularisation matrix. While the resulting problem
size would be noticeably larger than in the presented cross-
section retrieval, it is not larger than tomographic retrieval
problems already treated byUngermann et al.(2011). The
technique might be even more beneficial when applied to
nadir-sounders due to the greater ill-posedness of the re-
trieval compared to limb sounder retrievals. Examining and
quantifying this in detail deserves further study.

It is also straightforward to extend the presented tech-
nique to proposed near-future satellite limb imagers (Riese
et al., 2005; ESA, 2012). Such a rearward-looking instrument
uses a 2-D detector to acquire multiple profiles simultane-
ously. Due to the high measurement speed, consecutive im-
ages overlap in the sense that they measure largely the same
air mass. Assembling the measured profiles into several 2-D
swaths parallel to the flight path allows for the use of 2-D
tomographic retrieval techniques (e.g.Carlotti et al., 2001;
Ungermann et al., 2010a) to achieve an excellent resolution
in all three dimensions. The proposed technique is capable
of evaluating all 2-D swaths together in a single 3-D tomo-
graphic retrieval. By exploiting the similarity between neigh-
bouring swaths, the described technique would stabilise the
inherently more ill-posed tomographic retrieval problem and
reduce the image noise level while possibly also improving
the resolution. This might enhance the scientific capabilities
of the limb imager, for example with respect to gravity wave
detection (seePreusse et al., 2009).

Appendix A

Analytical inverse of covariance matrices defined by an
auto-regressive model

The auto-regressive model is a simple way to construct a
covariance matrix from available variances and (ad hoc) as-
sumptions about correlation length. While more common for
the one-dimensional case, it can be generalised to an arbitrary
number of dimensions. For simplicity’s sake, only a single
type of quantity and a two-dimensional cross-section setup
is assumed for the discussion:

(S)i,j = σi σj e
−

|vi−vj |

cv e
−

|hi−hj |

ch . (A1)

Therebyvi , andhi represent the vertical and horizontal coor-
dinate of data pointi. If the grid is rectilinear, one can define
two matrices, which each remove all exponential terms of
S belonging to one spatial dimension. Each such matrix is
symmetric, and only three of its diagonals are non-zero. The
product of the two matrices composes the desired precision
matrix S−1. This is a straightforward extension of the ana-
lytical inverse for 1-D problems described bySteck and von
Clarmann(2001). With an efficient implementation, this in-
verse can be set up in linear time, thereby consuming only a
negligible amount of computation time and memory.

The two-dimensional, rectilinear grid is defined by two
vectors,gv

∈ Rnv andgh
∈ Rnh, that consist of the ascend-

ing coordinates. The elements of the state space vectorx are
ordered also according to the coordinates, varying fastest in
vertical and slowest in horizontal coordinate. Last, two maps
of mv andmh are needed that map the indexi of an element
of the state vectorx to the corresponding index of the appro-
priate coordinate in the vectorsgv andgh, respectively. Here,
the convention is used thatgv

i denotes thei-th element ofgv.
Let the helper expressionβv(i, j) be exp(−(gv

i − gv
j ) ·

c−1
v ), andbv

i,j the element in thei-th row andj -th column of
the matrixBv. Then the matrixBv is defined as

bv
i,j =



1

1 − βv (mv(i) + 1, mv(i))
2

if i = j andmv(i) = 0

1 − βv (mv(i) + 1, mv(i) − 1)2(
1 − βv (mv(i), mv(i) − 1)2) (1 − βv (mv(i) + 1, mv(i))

2)
if i = j and 0< mv(i) < nv − 1

1

1 − βv (mv(i), mv(i) − 1)2

if i = j andmv(i) = nv − 1

−
βv (mv(i) + 1, mv(i))

1 − βv (mv(i) + 1, mv(i))
2

if mv(i) = mv(j) − 1, mv(i) < nv − 1 andmh(i) = mh(j)

−
βv (mv(i), mv(i) − 1)

1 − βv (mv(i), mv(i) − 1)2

if mv(i) = mv(j) + 1, mv(i) > 0 andmh(i) = mh(j)

0 else.

(A2)
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The first three terms describe the main diagonal; the fol-
lowing two describe the two side-diagonals. In the case of
multi-target retrievals, an additional condition must ensure
that the entry is zero in casei andj describes different enti-
ties. It is straightforward to likewise define the matrixBh. To
handle the standard deviationsσi in S, an element-wise divi-
sion of onlyBv by the matrix(σi · σj )i,j is sufficient. Then
Bv

· Bh
= S−1. The resulting precision matrix has only up to

9 non-zero entries per row.

Appendix B

Analytical root of the precision matrix defined by an
auto-regressive model

With the sparse precision matrixS−1 constructed as de-
scribed above, one can in turn apply the Cholesky–
Banachiewicz algorithm (Banachiewicz, 1938) to efficiently

construct a Cholesky decomposition, which deliversS−
1
2 . As

shorthand, the individual elements of the inverse and the root
are identified byS−1

=
(
ai,j

)
i,j

andS−
1
2 =

(
li,j
)
i,j

. Then,
the root can be constructed row by row as

li,j =



√√√√ai,i −

i−1∑
k=1

l2i,k, for i = j,

l−1
j,j

(
ai,j −

j−1∑
k=1

li,k lj,k

)
, for i > j,

0, for i < j.

(B1)

Using this definition, the root can be row-wise con-
structed. However, the already assigned elements are ac-
cessed column-wise during the construction of further ele-
ments. To handle this efficiently, the root should be stored
in a row-major compressed matrix storage with an additional
data structure containing sorted indices of the non-zero ele-
ments of each column. The additional data structure is only
required to speed up the construction of the root and can be
discarded afterwards. For precision matrices constructed as
described above, the non-zero elements of the root are a sub-
set of the non-zero elements of the precision matrix itself.
When exploiting this, the amount of time required for the
construction of the root is directly proportional to the num-
ber of rows and is thereby negligible compared to the total
cost for a retrieval.
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